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This book describes the job of a garbage truck. Showing a range
of trucks like the rear loader, side arm loader, and front arm
loader, the differences between them are clearly explained,
and children will love identifying these trucks in their own
neighborhoods. Vibrant photos show a range of jobs, including
the garbage collector riding on the back of his garbage truck and
helping load the garbage bins. Labels on other photographs show
the parts of a garbage truck. Lastly, an explanation of recycling
trucks and how recycling is different from trash is given.
This book is well written in a simple, clear way to explain the
process of collecting and taking care of trash. The photos are
clear and colorful, and they are balanced by the short text. This
book would be ideal for children aged three to six, as the text is
most appropriate for that young age range. Also included is a nice
glossary of important terms along with pictures that demonstrate
the definition of each word. This is the perfect way to introduce
garbage trucks to young children or to build on the fascination
they might already have.
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